
 
	  
 

FIRST U.S. MUSEUM GROUP EXHIBITION OF CONTEMPORARY LATIN 
AMERICAN DESIGN OPENS AT MAD ON NOVEMBER 4, 2014 

 
New Territories: Laboratories for Design, Craft and Art in Latin America Surveys New Artistic 

Trends, Traditional Influences, And Cross-Disciplinary Practices  
Emerging Across Latin America 

 
 

New York, NY (July 9, 2014)—This fall, the Museum of Arts and Design (MAD) will present the first 
American museum group exhibition dedicated to contemporary Latin American design. Featuring more 
than 75 designers, artists, craftspersons, and collectives, New Territories: Laboratories for Design, 
Craft and Art in Latin America will survey the innovative, cross-disciplinary collaborations and new 
directions in creative production that have been occurring throughout Latin America since 2000. On 
view from November 4, 2014 through April 6, 2015, the exhibition focuses on work emanating from a 
number of key cities that serve as cultural hubs for some of the most pertinent new ideas about art, 
design, and craft. 
 
Organized by Lowery Stokes Sims, MAD's William and Mildred Lasdon Chief Curator, New Territories 
is part of the Museum's Global Maker's Initiative—a series of exhibitions, launched in 2010 with The 
Global Africa Project, that highlights creation from parts of the world often under-represented in 
traditional museum settings. New Territories was organized in conjunction with a Curatorial Advisory 
Committee that included noted experts in the field: Regine Basha, Marcella Echavarría, Susana 
Torruella Leval, Ana Elena Mallet, Nessia Leonzini Pope, Gabriela Rangel, Mari Carmen Ramírez, and 
Jorge Rivas-Pérez. 
 
"New Territories represents an important first for MAD, examining the dialogue between contemporary 
trends and artistic legacies in Latin American art and design today," said Glenn Adamson, MAD's 
Nanette L. Laitman Director. "At MAD, we are committed to exploring making across all creative 
disciplines, and New Territories in its scope and ambition will bring together a broad cross section of 
skills, techniques, heritages, and creativity, revealing the universality of craftsmanship, whether 
practiced by a design professional or someone working within a long-standing craft tradition." 
 
The exhibition title New Territories takes its name from a phrase coined by Italian architect and 
designer Gaetano Pesce, referring to the state of making in today's globalized society, where the 
boundaries between art, design, and craft have become increasingly blurred. Among the trends the 
exhibition will reveal is the commitment of Latin American designers and artists to work with indigenous 
craft persons to preserve their national heritage of skills. Many of these collaborations result in dynamic 
new work addressing a wide range of issues facing the region, from commodification and production, to 
urbanization, displacement, and sustainability. 
 
"Design in Latin America today manifests a number of interesting aspects, from the direct translations 
of traditional craft skills into contemporary production to issues around upcycling and repurposing. New 
Territories will highlight a range of compelling cultural and economic trends impacting design in the 
region, offering a platform for exploration of these issues," said Sims. "In addition, the exhibition will 
feature many artists, artisans and designers not well known in the US, bringing exciting new talent to 
the fore, for both design professionals as well as general museum visitors." 
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Exhibition Organization and Highlights 
 
New Territories focuses on several cities in Latin America that serve as cultural hubs and laboratories 
for some of the most pertinent new ideas about art, design and craft. The exhibition demonstrates how 
trends identified with a hub surface in other regions, including: 
 
- Caracas, Venezuela (conversations with artistic legacies) 
- São Paulo/Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (upcycling and repurposing objects) 
- Santiago, Chile/Buenos Aires, Argentina (cultivating collectivity and experimentation) 
- San Salvador, El Salvador/San Juan, Puerto Rico (developing new markets) 
- Havana, Cuba (navigating personal and civic spaces) 
- Mexico City/Oaxaca, Mexico (moving craft into the future through collaborations with artists and 
designers) 
 
Conversations with Artistic Legacies 
 
This section will focus on Caracas, Venezuela, where artists are integrating designs into their work that 
are central to the cultural and aesthetic histories of their home countries. In Caracas, artist Pepe López 
incorporates the strong legacy of Venezuelan geometric art into Geometrias marginales (2014), a wall 
installation that isolates the geography of poorer neighborhoods in Caracas known as "ranchos". 
Similarly, in Brazil the designer Leo Capote references the work of Charles and Ray Eames and Victor 
Pantone in his Tulip Bolts Chair (2013) and Panton Chair Bolts (2013) respectively, made entirely out of 
repurposed hardware. This homage to international design icons is also seen in the contributions of 
artist Deborah Castillo and designer Carolina Tinoco, who will present their streamlined Panton-Vias 
(2013) and Panton Catuche (2013-14) which came out of their design collaboration ReD (Resign, 
Reinvent, Redeem). 
 
Upcycling and Repurposing Objects 
 
Works in this section will explore upcycling and repurposing as a quickly emerging and dynamic artistic 
practice, particularly in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This is exemplified by Rodrigo Almeida's 
work that bridges art and design as he remixes preexisting elements into new forms; Zanini de Zanine's 
MOEDA chair (2010), created from sheet of metal left over from the manufacture of national currency; 
and designer Mana Bernardes whose imaginative approach to recycling plastic is illustrated through her 
Môbiluz lamp (2011). Also notable in this section is Green Transmutation Chandelier (2010) by French-
Mexican designer Thierry Jeannot, who creates exquisite chandeliers from recycled plastic bottles, as 
well as the works of such makers as the Venezuelan artist Rolando Peña who has created new seating 
from oil barrels especially for this exhibition. 
 
Cultivating Collectivity and Experimentation 
 
Santiago, Chile and Buenos Aires, Argentina have emerged as hubs where artists are experimenting 
with new ways of storytelling through the creation of objects. Santiago-based gt2P highlights issues 
around production in Latin America by fusing traditional craftsmanship with cutting edge technologies 
seen in their ambitious project Losing My America in which they investigate a hybrid production by 
digitizing the work of traditional folk artisans. Meanwhile, vacaValiente and Satorilab from Buenos Aires 
have created works that examine the narrative of design as a transformative element in Latin American 
society by exploring the notion of play. Also included in this section are works by Chilean designer 
Angello Bassi, whose Cubotoy (2013) uses figures derived from popular toy imagery as vehicles for 
design. 
 
Developing New Markets 
 
The works in this section will demonstrate how nascent contemporary design scenes in San Salvador, 
El Salvador and San Juan, Puerto Rico are working collectively to bring design into the lives of their 
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publics and thus create a local market through education, work, and social interaction. The 
collaborative The Carrot Concept in San Salvador, and design in Puerto Rico in San Juan reflect the 
ambition and vibrancy of emerging design centers and at the same time draw inspiration from the local 
lifestyle. 
 
Navigating Personal and Civic Space 
 
The works under this theme address the process of reclaiming civic spaces and personal integrity 
within the ever-shifting Latin American political climate. Cuban photographer Ernesto Oroza's series 
Architecture of Necessity documents how individual citizens retrofit existing structures and objects to 
address common needs. Also featured in this section are: La Plaza Vacia (2012), a video by Cuban 
artist Coco Fusco; Carlos Garaicoa's Fin de Silencio (2010), an installation of floor tapestries woven in 
pavement patterns; and clothes that explore narratives of gender by Peruvian clothing designer Lucia 
Cuba.  
 
Moving Craft into the Future through Collaborations with Artists and Designers 
 
This section will explore the trend of collaborations between designers and traditional craftspersons, 
which have emerged as a prominent theme in Mexico City and Oaxaca. Artist Liliana Ovalle, who 
worked with the Colectivo 1050º (a collective of traditional potters in Oaxaca) to create works that 
evoke urban sinkholes; designers Carla Fernandez, Raul Cabra (Oax-i-fornia) who are working with 
craftspersons in Puebla and Oaxaca, respectively, to create fashion and designs for a global market 
that marry the traditional and the contemporary; and DFC, who is working with artisans in a number of 
locales - Oaxaca, Morelia, the Sonoran Desert, and small towns around Mexico City - to create the 
inventory for their home accessory company. Similarly, Rio de Janeiro-based artist Maria Nepomuceno 
works with indigenous craftspersons from northern Brazil to create her intricately woven, biomorphic 
sculptures. 
 
Catalogue 
 
New Territories will be accompanied by a fully-illustrated, full-color catalogue that will be published by 
Turner Libros of Madrid and Mexico City. The publication will address a range of issues, such as the 
role of the creative sector in economic empowerment in Latin America and how Latin American makers 
contribute to new models of local, national, and international identity and/or economy. It will feature 
essays by Sims, and Curatorial Advisory Committee members Regine Basha, Marcella Echavarría, 
Nessia Leonzini Pope (with Fabiana Lopes), Ana Elena Mallet, Mari Carmen Ramírez, Gabriela Rangel, 
and Jorge Rivas-Pérez, with additional contributions by Adriana Kertzer, Adélia Borges, Magdalena 
Gruneisen, Antonio Sánchez-Gómez, and Blanca Serrano Ortiz de Solórzano. The catalogue will also 
include artists' statements, as well as a general bibliography on design in Latin America. 
 
Website and Digital Media 
 
A key component of New Territories will be its innovative website featuring videos, curatorial notes, and 
an interactive map of the exhibition's artists, designers, and craftspersons. The site will also include a 
calendar of design exhibitions, biennials, and fairs, serving as a hub for researchers interested in Latin 
American design, crafts, and art. Visitors will be able to access detailed pages for each artist featured in 
the show and explore the connections between them: location, conceptual approach, theme, and 
influences. 
 
The image-rich and easy-to-use website will quickly orient visitors to the exhibition and point them in 
directions for engagement. www.NewTerritoriesLab.org will launch in October 2014 and will be 
accompanied by an active social media campaign. The exhibit will have its own Twitter account 
(@NewTerritoriesL) and will feature regular content on MAD's Facebook and Instagram accounts. 
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Education and Public Programs 
 
MAD is organizing robust programming connected to the exhibition in the Open Studios to foster direct 
dialogue between artists, designers and the public. The Museum will also organize informal get-
togethers for the designers to meet critics and patrons and will hold a Pecha Kucha session for 
presentations on the artists’ work. A final roster of participants will be announced this fall. Additional 
programs being planned include a panel on digital media in Latin American design in December 2014, 
and one on Latin American designers working in New York City for January 2015. For the month of 
February MAD is exploring a month-long celebration of the design and politics of black hair across 
boundaries in the Americas. 
 
Exhibition Organization and Credits 
 
New Territories is organized by Lowery Stokes Sims, MAD's William and Mildred Lasdon Chief Curator, 
and Adriana Kertzer, Curatorial Assistant and Project Manager. Sims is supported by a Curatorial 
Advisory Committee from across North and Latin America, which has convened for a series of 
conferences and roundtables in New York and Mexico City (more information on the committee is 
available on MAD's website http://madmuseum.org/exhibition/new-territories). 
 
Major support for New Territories: Laboratories for Design, Craft and Art in Latin America is provided by 
the Ford Foundation and the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation. Additional support is provided by Karen 
and Charles Phillips, Furthermore: a program of the J. M. Kaplan Fund, The Venezuelan American 
Endowment for the Arts, the Consulate General of Brazil in New York, The Louise D. and Morton J. 
Macks Family Foundation, the Mex-Am Cultural Foundation, the Consulate General of Argentina in 
New York, The Mexican Cultural Institute of New York, and Ch.ACO, Contemporary Art Fair of Chile. 
Support for the exhibition website is provided by Phillips. 
 
ABOUT THE MUSEUM OF ARTS AND DESIGN 
 
The Museum of Arts and Design (MAD) champions contemporary makers across creative fields, 
presenting artists, designers, and artisans who apply the highest level of ingenuity and skill to their work. 
Since the Museum's founding in 1956 by philanthropist and visionary Aileen Osborn Webb, MAD has 
celebrated all facets of making and the creative processes by which materials are transformed, from 
traditional techniques to cutting-edge technologies. Today, the Museum's curatorial program builds 
upon a rich history of exhibitions that emphasize a cross-disciplinary approach to art and design, and 
reveals the workmanship behind the objects and environments that shape our everyday lives. MAD 
provides an international platform for practitioners who are influencing the direction of cultural 
production and driving 21st-century innovation, fostering a participatory setting for visitors to have direct 
encounters with skilled making and compelling works of art and design. 
 
For high-resolution images, visit our press image archive: 
http://press.madmuseum.org 
User ID: mad Password: media 
 
#NewTerritoriesLab  #MADmuseum  @NewTerritoriesL 
 
PRESS CONTACT 
 
Museum of Arts and Design: 
Claire Laporte / Allison Underwood 
212.299.7737 
press@madmuseum.org 
 
Resnicow Schroeder Associates: 
Chelsea Beroza/ Meryl Feinstein 
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212.671.5160/ 5161 
cberoza@resnicowschroeder.com 
mfeinstein@resnicowschroeder.com 


